Smartpens

Thursday, Oct. 30, 12:00-1:00 p.m., SUB 233

Presenter: Dr. Chris Bahn, Teaching Professor/Interim Director of General Chemistry

Ever wonder how you can avoid working out the exact same problem again and again during your office hours? What about those students who can’t make it to your office hours but need help with a problem? What if you could make your office hours virtual? A Livescribe smartpen could be just what you need. This is a tool that was designed for helping students take notes but can be indispensable for teachers as well. A Livescribe smartpen tracks what you write, records what you say, and syncs it all into a video called a pencast. These pencasts can be distributed to students as a simple link, and anyone in your class can have access to anything you have created – anytime! You too can be a pencaster. Come see how in this exciting workshop!

Bring your lunch and join the fun! No registration is necessary.